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Fred and Ted—beloved canine stars of P.D. Eastman's Big Dog . . . Little Dog and son Peter

Eastman's Fred and Ted Go Camping and Fred and Ted Like to Fly—are on the move once

again in Fred and Ted's Road Trip, the 100th Beginner Book published since Dr. Seuss

launched the series in 1957 with The Cat in the Hat.In their latest adventure, Fred and Ted

pack a picnic basket, jump in their cars, and hit the open road—but as usual, things don't go as

the doggy duo plan. They encounter muddy roads, thunder and lightning, tire-piercing cacti,

and overenthusiastic tire inflating that almost sends Fred into orbit! Perfect for P. D. Eastman

fans, dog lovers, and families on car trips, this is a beginner reader that harkens back to the

best of the Beginner Books edited by the Good Doctor himself.Originally created by Dr. Seuss,

Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and

illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
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Ben and Larissa, “my husband and I enjoy Fred and Ted's antics too. My 3.5 year old loves

these Fred and Ted books. This one makes him giggle -- he loves the part where the tire gets

over-inflated and the dog flies away. To tell the truth, my husband and I enjoy Fred and Ted's

antics too. The rhymes in this book make it a great read aloud, and we look forward to our son

being able to to read it to himself. This has a simple plot that is easy enough for a young child

to follow but keeps things interesting for parents reading out loud.”

jp, “Sweet book for beginning readers. Wonderful book for children learning to read. I've bought

this for several young children. Easy to sound out words but also a cute story. My youngest

child (26 now) learned to read with Fred and Ted.”

Julia P., “Fun book!. My 3 year olds favorite book. He helps me “read” it as we’ve read it so

many time he has it memorized.”
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Sophia, “One of my son's favorites. We got this for my almost 2yr old before we were about to

take our own roadtrip. He loved this book. It's one of the few ones he'll sit through the whole. I

have read this so many times and he still requests it for bedtime”

Seattle Girl, “Simple book of opposites. When I saw this book I did think it was by PD Eastman

who wrote Are You My Mother and others in the Dr. Seuss series. I read that book to my sons

as children. When I saw this I realized it was written by his son and decided to try it. It is a very

simple story but my twin grandsons enjoyed it. They are just three.”

lou hollandella, “Easy for Children to understand.. Good book.”

grannypat, “Fun for reading to or with a child. Purchased as many of the Fred and Ted books

as I could find for my grandsons I remembered how much their dad liked them when he was

little.”

ST, “great book for toddlers. we love all Fred and Ted books! great for young kids”

Ryan Adams, “Five Stars. Daughter loves Fred and Ted!”

Jean47, “New young readers. This is an excellent book for the transition from a listener to a

first time reader. My 7 year old grandson enjoyed reading it too his younger siblings.”

The book by Peter Eastman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 121 people have provided feedback.
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